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iron panda 23(23rd of january)
 
attention those who care:
 
if you can understand/handle? my odd randomnesss...
WELCOME to my world...the LAND of UNKNOWN (where ALL is RANDOM) ...if not
then dont waste your time entering the gates
 
-im random
-odd/weird (according to whoever thinks this)   btw i love it xP
-im careless yet careful
-i love pandas, axolotls (animals in general)  ^-^
-when i use caps im not shouting...it means whatever im sayin is of importance
-i dont really like using commas (,)    i prefer dots (...)     
-i like using the 'and' symbol (the one that looks like an 8)   instead of spelling
out the word
-i like adding extra letters to my words
-i love 'salad fingers'...hes funny n a little creepish xP
-i write about whatever comes to mind
 
i dont mind helping someone write a poem or doing a collaboration but if you
write your own poems DO NOT nag me to write 'about' you...im not gonna do it
just bcuz its what you want-_-
 
...have a nice life
 
~IP23™
ironpanda23™
ironpanda™
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&#9829; My Sweet Emotionless Pain &#9829;
 
You love me
or you love me not
i love you
& that will never be forgotten
at least not by me.....
 
This world is another place
my exsistance has a questionable fate
whos questioning it? ?
i am
thats something i kinda cant help.....
 
What do i mean to you? ?
to any of you
it doesnt even matter
oh how i wish to see you
before i forever leave
do  i have it in me? ?
to proceed? ? .....
 
I bleed...not blood
but this doubtful pain that i feel
ask me how i am
ill tell you im fine
but im lying....sometimes
i...only do so you dont worry
dont you understand? ?
but then again....who cares
im just here...holding back
these tears.....
 
Cheers! !
let us...well you celebrate
and how about counting it out
between zero and 5.....
how many of those people
truely....honestly...sincerely
mean what they tell me....i dont know
but i believe it when its said....
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is that a good thing? ?
because right now.....
im emotioanlly dead
the reason is because.....
youre never really there
so i always brace myself
for whats next to come.....
besides more pain & confusion
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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(title) ....
 
Theres a key to every destiny
hidden but not hiding
theres a case to every mystery
to solve it is worth trying
theres a place behind every closed door
a sacred haven within every gate.....
 
Theres a history behind every eye
sometimes painful sometimes smiling...
theres a story behind every heart
sometimes scary sometimes alluring
theres a plan in every mind
to decipher is worth doing.........
 
(this..is a collaboration.....& its incomplete) ....
 
~IP23 &
Your Soul
 
iron panda 23
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(untitled Song)
 
...for an optimist
im pretty pessimistic
im not the same
as i once was two years ago
these days im livin
theyre not like i dreamt it
and i cant figure out
where i go...
 
I mourn the days
when i use to be happy
and now a days
i wear a mask for my smile
and how i feel
just shouldnt mix with what im thinkin
just as angels shouldnt fall
from those heavenly clouds...
 
I have...
no voice
no freedom - gone
so everlasting
cold is burnin
getting harder to tame
sweet isolation's got me lost
and i cant find me...
 
~IP23
7 march,2012 wednesday
 
(this is incomplete)
 
iron panda 23
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(untitled)  10 Feb,2012 Fri
 
Those burdens are heavy
the pressure is felt
the stress is in layers
all cards have been delt
 
Her heart is still hurting
and shes fallen for him now
she really wants to see him
but theres much to figure out
 
Everythings so complicated
yet he lingers through her mind
to see him soon instead of later...
 
(incomplete)
 
~IP23
10 februaru,2012 friday
 
iron panda 23
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**i Quit.....**
 
I give up....on alot of things
& for me its wrong
cant recover most days
i give up on hope
the hope of whatever it was i had it for
im giving up on my dreams
of what i wanted to be
im giving up on caring
about anything
i give up on feeling
because it pretty much just faded away
all except the pain.....
 
I give up on expecting
certain things to happen
im giving up on trying
something id never do
im giving up on communication
its not like im really there.....
never really talk long anymore
so why should i care
 
I hate that im doing this...
because it isnt like me
but right now i feel its right
so....i quit
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*-*what My Mind Said*-*
 
This person is
stuck in my head
and they wont get out
 
Theyre the one thing
i keep thinkin about
 
What to do? ?
what to say? ?
will this go on everyday? ?
 
They come to my thoughts
from time to time
And then i smile inside my mind
 
.........
 
Its every time i think of you
i try to think.....could love be true? ?
If love is true
then this is obvioulsy real
What i see and how i feel
 
From the heart is where
true love lies
its what i feel for you babe
and it brings happiness to my mind
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*but I Know
 
You think you can hide
but i succeeded as i went to seek
 
You thought it was a secret
but it wasnt kept from me
 
You think i dont know but i do
You thought i didnt know
but you didnt and dont know
that i did and do know
 
And eventually
your gonna come tell me yourself
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*dont? ?
 
Peace, love and happiness
is for the living
pain, sadness, chaos and suffering
is for the dead
 
Wait...i think thats wrong
why didnt you stop me and correct me?
i think that this is how it should be.....
 
Pain, sadness, chaos and suffering
is for the living
while peace, love and happiness
is for the dead
 
Things these days arent how they should be
so much stuff is goin through my head
just for one second...or maybe 10
could i see what its like
and then make my decision
 
If i like it ill stay
if not, i wont
if anyone really cares
then nows the time to tell me
'DONT'....? ?
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*i Take My Leave
 
And before i take my leave
i stop to see if youll beg or plead
not a single tear shed...so i guess ill be going
i appreciate your honest feelings for showing
i love, you lie - i cry, you hide - you moved on...
i...just died...
 
I thank you now for accepting me
for nothing more than what youve seen
or maybe it was everything? ?
ill never know, ill never bring you what you need...
a pain reliever...
 
Im sorry i ruined your life
i made you laugh? ?
no...
i made you cry
stupid me to believe it was true
not a dream
for it seems i must now
take my leave...
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*let My Tearfalls...Commence...
 
I cant take this anymore
im letting it all go...
i let it go on way too long
my pain has finally started to grow...
i kept it to a minimum
but it seems to have reached its max...
how often ill welcome my dark realm
to help me face my facts
 
My world...
my sweet sweet world...
The Land of Unknown...
why youve fallen to the dark side
RIP to my old home...
 
If only i had never tried...
to find happiness...
& some light...
not only would i feel somewhat fine
i wouldnt have to cry like this...
 
So be it...
let my tearfalls...
commence...
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*mentalfall
 
(this is incomplete)
 
Its happening…
the waterfall of shadows
has come…
so full of sorrow
and tears
and things I haven’t overcome
its making me feel lost
and confused again
i need my flame to be rekindled…
 
Theres an unusual silence
i can hear it as my darkness grows
as the shadows of my mentalfall
become darker and much stronger
i find it harder to hide...
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*my ''Pocketful Of Sunshine''
 
I want a pocket
want a pocketful of sunshine
i want a love that i know
i could call mine oh...oh-woah...
do what you want
cuz u cant re-break me
sticks & stones have already shaken me
ohh...ohh-woah...
 
wish that you could
but you still aint gonna own me
do anything you want
i still wont slow down...ohh no...
 
Take me away...
a secret place...
a sweet escape...
take me away...
take me away...
to better days...
take me away...
a higher place...
 
Wheres that place
i wanna go
that nobody knows
where the rivers flow...
i would call it home...
& theres no more lies
in that darkness theres light
& nobody cries...
theres only butterflies...
 
Is the sun on my side? ?
i need to go for a ride
ill smile up to the sky...
id know ill be alright
 
(i guess this is sorta my version of 'pocketful of sunshine - natasha bedingfield)
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~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*silent Rose
 
Deep in the night
in the shadows it grows
what is it you ask? ?
none other than a silent rose
 
Its beauty...it sparkles
beneath the moon's light
if you ever stumble upon it
make sure you're alright
 
This rose gets its name
from not what it is but how it kills
its lavender petals contain a powdery crystalike poison
that shines when the sun comes over the horizon
 
So now...you have been informed
as this comes from ancient history
the silent rose kills magically...
its origin is a mystery
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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*thank You  ... For Making The Darkness Return ...
 
It happened again
so now im done with you
and everyone
i fell into another trap
and i tried to keep the distance
but its to late to think about going back
ill have to fight this urge
such resistance
 
I told you not to cause any harm
i shouldve known you wouldnt listen
and so now i must apologize to my heart
for bringing back that pain
to shine and glisten
and now i thank you
for making the darkness return
 
iron panda 23
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*you'Re Of Importance
 
You're of importance
so i care of your existance
your well being, your happiness
 
You're of importance
and if no one else tells you that
then know that i always will
 
You're of importance
so dont ever think otherwise
if you do, then think of me
what i say is just as important as you
dont forget that what i say matters too
 
You're of importance
and to me that wont ever change
if i tell it to you
then believe its true
 
You're of importance
and apart of my life
without your existance
your presence
your words
your thoughts....
 
I will be nothing
nothing of importance
to anyone or anything
 
(dedicated to Christopher Life and every1 of importance in my life.....u SHOULD
know who u r) 
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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...
 
The gates were locked
but somehow you got in
I dont wanna relive the pain
I felt back then
when I once trusted…
so freely…
and loved without a care…
from within my sacred gates…
i was damaged…
 
But then you came…
and restored it all…
you fixed my mind
and lit up my dark halls
my thoughts are less chaotic
…i now rest with ease
could you
be made of magic?
is what u found a key?
 
I dont know how you got in
but somehow you did
just leave everything as it is
undamaged
 
iron panda 23
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...If I Dont Come Back, Then Things Are How They
Should Be
 
I tried to stay
but its too much, ok? ?
i already gave up
i got tired of wishing
for happiness & good luck
im not happy anymore
& i dont think i can be
 
I know struggles are apart of life
but dealing with them...
theyre beginning to control me
so please...
dont try to stop me
as if you really would
if i come back ill be back
but if not...then things will
be how they should
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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...Removing Myself From Our Lives...
 
No one can live with me
i shouldnt even be apart
of anyones life
all i do is cause pain
to say i dont you'd know its a lie
if you know me
just think about how your life was
before i came along
and how bad things have
happened to you
how without me better things couldve come
 
Im sorry ive caused this for everyone
so if you read this
its a message in advance
if you care of my existance
dont try to get to know me
and if you already know me
it'd be best if you dont wanna hurt anymore
 
Im doing us all a favor
and removing myself from everything...
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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...That Trust You Had...
 
Wheres that trust you had? ?
cuz now youre goin back
to a place where you dont wanna be
this place is in your mind
your heart, a space in time
and now youre wishin you could
go back...and change it all...
 
Your emotions were rearranged
you opened your heart to welcome
who you thought you could love
clearly that wasnt enough
because they came in...
caused damage...and left
leaving you to repair...
your once happy realm...
of trust and love
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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...Whyd You Leave & Not Tell Me? ? ? ...
 
Is that how things work now
we leave without even saying
i appreciate how you just
disappeared...
and the best part is...
id have still been waiting...
to hear from you
but i guess that wont be happening
since youre already up & gone
& im guessing you wont be
coming back
ill never know...
why you left and didnt tell me...
 
iron panda 23
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.~gone...Has My Heart's Magic Gate~.
 
Remember the gate that
i had around my heart? ?
i think...well i feel like its broken
the barrier i had up long ago
has been restored
and yet again has shattered
 
Since the gate is gone
and the barrier hardly there
my heart feels damaged
and unprotected
like just anyone can walk right in
and cause more pain
 
It was my magic gate
the one that kept me strong
as a person...
mentally...
emotionally...
physically...
but now i dont even know
my heart is just there
trusting any and everyone
my mind yet again is conflicting
with my heart
and the three of us
yet again discuss my fear
of being betrayed...hurt...
lied to and alone
 
I do trust...i have trusted
this heart of mine...its just
full of love and trust
but i cant help but think
what if it all is just a phase
or isnt real? ?
like eventually none of what i have
will matter...ill be forgotten
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Why cant i just end it? ?
why wont it all just go away! !
my paranoid, self-harming  thoughts
my sadness, my pain
my fear of losing what i love
my ability to find what i
no longer or never had
i dont know
how much more i can take
or how much longer
i can take it
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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.little Miss Indecisive.
 
Little miss indecisive...
she can never decide
i mean she can, but she cant
she makes up her mind
about something
but just as quick as she chooses
she changes her mind
 
She lives in a mind
that mind is mine
on one side theres
sweet pessimist...
on the other side
theres lovely optimist...
when she needs help
she'll ask out loud
to see what each has to say
but what she always forgets
is that the two
are complete opposites
so theres never a stable answer
thats stated...
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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.so...Those Thoughts Are Still There? ? .
 
Barely thinking about it
those thoughts returned
after reading about it
she seems to have learned
although she already knew
about the signs of self annihilation
 
She tried to put them asside
but they wont reside
they still appear every now and then
why cant her happiness come back
she tried again
to get it back...but...
she just keeps failing...
 
She knows...well feels
that everyone is better off without her
they tell her its not true
but why cant she believe in you? ?
in what you say
she cant trust anymore
or even believe in herself
lately...nothing has really helped
 
those thoughts...theyre still there...hiding...
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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.spam Messages & Me
 
What are your thoughts on
spam messages
ill compare your thoughts to me
with spam...it just keeps coming back
not really worth the read
when compared to me
its almost the same
except when you delet me
i wont bother to come back
because i know that theres no need
 
Spam, it sometimes
shows you things
it sometimes has things worth seeing
like me...i sometimes have
something to say...you know
the kind of something that you care to hear
other than that you dont even know
why you acknowledge my existance
 
So please...if you will
just tell me if you want me gone
just delet me...
to stop recieving notice of me
do unsubscribe...
im nothing but a spam message
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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'.Welcome To The Land Of Unexpected Disaster.'
 
Its something that u should expect
its just that...at the wrong times
it happens
death comes and takes
what u love away
like the ocean wipes out
ships with captains
 
Its then u cry a waterfall
and a bomb goes off in ur heart
u feel like the world is over
wishing u could go back to the start
 
If life were like a video-game
we'd all have extra lives
but since this is reality
we all live once n sometimes twice
wheres the reset button
when u need it most
the pause then restart
on the player's controls
 
Death, the unexpected visitor
came knocking at their door
n so they answered
not knowing what they had in store
if only they had some cheat codes
they'd have made it to
another level way faster
so welcome...
to the land of unexpected disaster
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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.your Mirrormask.
 
(the following is to...whoever)
 
Look at it...just stare...
tell me what you see
besides the obvious
which just happens to be me...
look a little closer...
& what can you find? ?
that what you feel i feel
all in the same time
 
When you hurt i hurt
so i only try to make you better
appearantly im useless
im no different than whatever youve tried
you tell me that im wrong
that i am worth something
im helping things become brighter
well why dont i see it? ?
is it because...im the one...
wearing the mask? ?
 
I beg to differ...not a very good excuse
because i told you when you needed me most
that id be here for you...
but you dont need me...do you? ?
so why am i even here? ?
its not like i can work my happy magic
elsewhere...
 
This mask...its like a mirror, is it not? ?
havent you noticed? ?
i show you how you feel
so stop pretending! !
because i know! ! !
its not helping anyone...
only hurting us both...
but...
if this is what you want...
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then im going away...
but wait...theres no need to tell you
im not worth your time of day...
so long to you...
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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: '/....? ?
 
This day....6th of may (2010) 
what the hell is the deal with it? ! !
there was enough on my mind
there were decisions
that need time
and now this...its a bunch of shnit! !
 
Shes gone now
and i wont get her back
all cuz of some futzin @$$
who couldnt drive
they took her life
i dont kno if i can cry....i cant forget
 
She was my cousine
and i loved her ALOT
even though i didnt call her much
now shes gone....im friffin pissed
like i said..this is a bunch of shnit
who ever was the cause...
the one who should take fault
should be ANNIHILATED
somehow ill make sure of it! !
 
For u: .....your soul shall now rest....you were loved and no one will forget....with
love..you'll be in peace...& you'll always have a place in our hearts! !
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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-: Ur Mission: Aborted: -
 
Ur mission..aborted
why'd u have to go? ?
did u only come for the show? ?
did u come to escape some
wrong that wasnt right? ?
was some1 trying to take ur life? ?
 
Apparently so, because they succeeded
leaving those who loved u
heartbroken...u were needed
u didnt deserve this! !
ur life was cut too short
ur mission...aborted
too soon for the court
 
Ur mission...aborted
u were suppose to come back
for us to see
for ur mommy to hug u
for me to meet
but that all changed
when that enemy arrived
they drove right through
u couldnt...didnt survive
theyre murderes...they took ur precous life! !
 
This cant be happening
isnt this just a dream? ?
arent we all suppose to wake up? ?
wake up with the loudest scream? !
i guess not....sadly its all real
whats wrong with ppl these days? ?
do they have NO hearts? ?
do they NOT feel? ?
 
I can go on all day
but that would be too long
so thaanx u for reading
may ur lives happily go on....
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~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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^-^blame You I Do.....(Its Ur Fault)    ^-^
 
Do u see what u've done? ?
u guys just came into my life
i've gone mad bcuz ur gone
and nothing seems to right
yes...its ur fault
 
Have i been forgotten? ?
i kinda think i have
i should be use to it now
bcuz its happened in the past
but love u i still do
 
If i dont hear from u soon....
or later....or never....
i guess ill just have to get over it
and hope that things get better....
or not? ? ; (
love u i do.....but im still gonna blame u &#9829;
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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A Friend To Remember
 
I am your friend and you are mine
and thats all that really matters...
 
When you were here we had good times
and now those days have shattered
 
Hey did you know that when you left
alot of things have changed? ?
i went from here to over there
faster than the pouring rain
 
Its been awhile since we've had a nice laugh
how bout i give you a call
maybe if i had a few laughs
i could relive it all
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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A Key To Your Destiney
 
To see what your future has in store
you must find the key and unlock the door
once done shall you be able to see what's unseen
your destiny will be revealed, but the results...
are they what you want to see?
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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A Possible.....Goodbye? ?
 
If i were to leave and
never come back....
would anyone notice im gone? ?
my presence is fading
if i go you'll be celebrating...
that is...if you remember...but im wrong
 
If i were to leave and
never return....
would anyone notice
im missing? ?
all the heartwarming things
that were said to me...im guessing
they're all dead...or maybe...
it was said....but didnt mean anything
 
A possible 'goodbye'
is what ill say...is that a crime? ?
because 'goodbyes are forever...
hellos are for now'
since im not greeting you (all) 
im leaving you (all) ....
as in my life....shall forever....be paused....
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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A Smile Like The Sun
 
April showers bring May flowers
A sunny day will make your sadness go away
A smile from you will make the pretty flowers bloom
And when they bloom I will give them to you, as a special gift
Why? Because your smile will last a lifetime
And the flowers will come and go
If they are with you I'll know that they will always be happy
And that they are sure to grow
So keep smiling and show your happiness and you will see
That the more these flowers grow, the happier you'll be
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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Alive Not Dead
 
Alive I am, not dead I thank God again
For allowing me to be blessed day after day
Though some of these days didn't go my way
Care I didn't, hate I won't
Love is what I shall always do
Forever is endless
Alive I am, not dead I thank God again
I'm makin' it through this
Even the moments when things get teary
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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All The Time I Think Of You
 
Everywhere i look
i see your name
well now let me ask you...
do you think thats strange? ?
 
Its the thought that counts
since im not there with you now
right? ?
well if thats so...then i guess
my thoughts mean alot
since im ALWAYS thinking about you
and i mean ALL the time
 
All that i said
i DONT want to EVER take back
it would hurt me ALOT
and i dont think anyone would like that._.
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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An Acid To Burn Away The Pain........?
 
When life hands you lemons
should you really make lemonade?
I say go out, throw all those bad lemons
away....
 
Take the juice, pour it
into the evilest of eyes...
No? not their eyes?
well then maybe over those
terrible lies?
 
Let the acid burn them all away
let the pain sink into their souls
within our souls?
Let the hatred burn away
fade away
into the darkness
 
A darkness like no other
should it all disappear...
will it spark a new life?
A new and improved way
to try and tare us all apart?
eat away at whats of importance
within us....what should be there? .....
Love?
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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An Incomplete Poem *
 
I wrote a poem
it has no name
i'd post it here
but here's the thing.....
 
Its on a piece of paper
pretty much ready to be seen
but theres this one word
thats getting to me
 
Its written so tiny
i cant understand what it says
if only i would have re-written it
this wouldnt be such a pain in the......well yeah
 
Id post this poem
but its incomplete
because of that one word
i cant understand it
when the sloppy-ish handwriting
was done by me T_T (its written so tiny) 
 
(when i figure out what the word i cant understand cuz its written all sloppy &
tiny.......ill post it.....& this one will be deleted) 
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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An Ode
 
like a flower
three in a vase
you light up dark moments
with colors of spring
 
i smile when i see you
and when i saw you then
you're with me now
and for however more
 
an ode to my lamp
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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An Ode To My Robot Teachers  Homeschooling Is
Terrible)
 
You ruin my day
my life should i say
I dont like hearin your voices
you waste my time...
what you do you dont make good choices
 
Your existance is of no importance
your malfunctions are annoying
im guessing your circuts are always shortened
 
If i could destroy you...ELIMINATE....ANNIHILATE you
then believe that i WOULD
i STRONGLY DISLIKE you
i LOATHE you with a passion
 
Why you were created in the first place
why you came to my place...my home
and CONTAMINATED it-my precious air
with your disgraceful lameness
 
So i say to THANKS A FRIFFIN LOT
for friffin up everything
i was doin just fine till my parents
discovered your
STUPID
AWEFUL
DISGRACEFUL
UNCALLED FOR
FUTZED UP
LOSER
PATHETIC EXCUSE
for an educational system
 
YOU are my #1 WORST ENEMY as of now
i need to find a well and push u down! !
HOMESCHOOLING ONLINE IS TERRIBLE! !
thaanx u^-^
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(thaanx u to 'my conscience' for giving me this idea...i feel a little better)    xP
 
~IP23
 
iron panda 23
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Annoyfrustirrated
 
Irritated, frustrated
sick of that, sick of this
Change it all, change it now
bring more smiles, bring less frowns
 
Dont wanna cry, just wanna laugh
just want this dreadful time to pass
Quickly with success
quickly with more progress
 
Annoyed with this, annoyed with that
tired of all of this, tired of all of that
Stressed cuz of this, depressed over that?
 
When i'm happy- i'm calm
and all i want is that
 
~IP23
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Ayuki's Losing To Her Pain
 
...Ayuki's there for everyone...
shes there when they need her most...
its when she needs just someone
they vanish like a ghost
 
When she reaches the point
where she wants to cry
& doesnt wanna return
theres no one there to be her guide
she has to do it on her own
 
When shes close to empty...
close to her lowest of lows
theres no one there telling her
not to give up hope
theres no one telling her
to not let go
 
Shes losing to her pain
& she wants to just quit
but she doesnt have it in her
to go through with it
 
Beneath the smoke
that fills her head
Ayuki is crying...
soon to be...
internally dead
 
~IP23
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Ayuki's Storybook
 
An adventure gone wrong
ayuki says in a song
this must me how it should be
they come and they go
goodbye and hello
but who are the ones that are
here to stay? ?
 
Replay the memories in her mind
and now with her
go back in time
view it all...the ups and the downs
come back to the present
to see what hasnt happened
why this adventure has
such a dark page
 
Look! ! you see? ?
that line right there...
just read...it says...
 
'she met some people
whom she thought she knew
they said to her `we're here for you`
not everone who said it is still around
they abandoned them...still lost
not found'...
 
She sits and thinks
of which ones are still there
she counts a few
at least one...should she care? ?
her trust is so limited
that there hardly isnt any
but ayuki takes the risk
of being hurt by so many
 
She said she wanted to say goodbye
but for some reason...she just couldnt...
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so she decided to come back
since some said they cared
but where are they now? ?
most certainly not here
 
Right now in the story
ayuki's doing fine
wishing people wouldnt lie to her
and would stop wasting her time
for now we're going to close this here book
until we meet again to have another look
 
~IP23
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Ayuki's Year- Part 1
 
(few names are kinda made up) 
 
Ayuki's year...it went half way up
and then straight down
what she thought did
was make some new friends
but what she didnt & shouldve expected
was to be decieved in the end
 
Her first new friend of the year
her name was yicinan
they said they were best friends
to the end & after time
yicinan was let into
the gates of ayuki's sacred heart
right then the candle of ayuki's pain
had already began to spark
 
Her name (ayuki)     was not at all
hard to forget
but yicinan couldnt even remember it
in the beginning it was kinda ok
since things were new
but as time went on
upon her memory it should have grown...
 
~IP23
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Ayuki's Year- Part 2
 
(few names are kinda made up) 
 
Nybor is someone ayuki decided
to get to know
but when yicinan did one of her
disappearing acts...its kind of something
shes known for...nybor came looking for
some other kind of show...while ayuki
just wanted to be friends
nybor was looking for something more
 
When yicinan returned...
she left nybor for whatever reason
on went their lives...changed did that season...
fastforward to whats going on...
nybor is still here...still wanting ayuki
just wanting her to come around
though ayuki already explained
that what she said isnt going to change...
yicinan still hasnt returned
but ayuki's doing better
 
~IP23
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Ayuki's Year- Part 3
 
(few names are kinda made-up) 
 
Some months went by
when ayuki spoke to wehttam...
he was friends with yicinan so...
instantly they became friends
and soon enough that advanced
it didnt take long for yicinan & wehttam to say
that they lost connection with her
because when those few extra months went by
it seemed like the two of them werent even alive
 
Ayuki began to go through withdrawal
not realizing that what she felt inside
wasnt the need for them but the need to cry...
a short while after...they started talking to her more
telling her they loved her...building her a fool's door
...more time passed & then wehttam disappeared
ayuki was told he went & started a new life
which left her crying her pathetic tears...
 
~IP23
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Barely Ok
 
I just cant do it
i sit at this computer
as i write this poem
crying...
as i think of everything
thats just running through my head
my nose is all runny...
my tears stop as i write
i dont know why
it keeps coming back
i dont know if i can
continue to take this
 
Every passing day
i feel even worse than before
i just dont feel that i can do this anymore...
im sick of writing about the pain i feel
but...its the only way
i can release my emotions freely
without a care...
my mind...now...is at a blank
so i guess im feeling ok...
but barely
 
~IP23
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Best Homie Friend Forever
 
Friends forever are forever friends
Stating that our friendship will never end
You say friends for life? Does that mean your friendship is over when you die?
Yes? No? Maybe so? If so then its a lie
Homies never leave you hangin
They catch you when you fall
They're even there to help you when ya back is stuck to the wall
Oops. well there you go again, doin somethin really stupid
Guess who's there to help you out...your bestie? Can you prove it?
All I'm sayin is this one thing
And makin it loud and clear
Ya best homie friend forever is more than likely gonna be there
 
~IP23
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Choose: Your Addiction Or Me? (Collaboration)
 
Now that your addicted to this we need to end it
Because its going way too far, your time that’s spent
You need to just come back to me, because we can fix this
Instead of causing space between us, we can mend it...
 
You glance at me, almost afraid to speak
To admit you have a problem because you don’t see it like I do
But it's tearing us apart, pushing me farther away
Please come back to me, make it like it was
 
I feel like I'm losing u
And I have problems & pain
Help me help u & we'll both make it through
While u think about this
Just remember that u have me
And I’ll always be there for you
 
Don’t want to keep being pushed away
As your addiction becomes more important than me
This addiction has to end now or else I will go
Can't keep ignoring the signs of this
 
It hurts me to see you this way, battling this addiction
You can't do it alone, but you wont let me help
You say you don’t have a problem, but I know differently
What should I do? Follow my heart? Or do what my mind tells me to?
 
Look into the mirror
The one that holds your future
And tell me what you see
Am I standing there happily with you?
Or are you alone and without me
 
Why can’t u just realize
That there’s a serious problem going on
And that you’re putting our love at stake
That I’m giving u a chance to make the right decision
Before you’re left with tears...a blurry vision
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Don’t you see how much I’m willing to help you?
How willing I am to stand there beside you
But if this problem stays, then I must go
There isn't room enough for two of us.
 
The time has come for you to choose
A girl who loves you with everything and would do anything for you
Or an addiction that will just destroy you?
Choose now, or I may have to leave forever......
 
~IP23 & Karley Kay
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Cuz You'Re Awesome
 
Your awesomeness level is oh so high
Just like a star high in the sky
You love and in return you're loved too
Because you have people that care for you
Just stay the same and don't ever change a thing about you
You're that one in a million
The best in a zillion
And that shall forever remain the same
 
~IP23
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Denying Your Love
 
We both know how you feel
so i dont know why you keep denying
you already told me so whats your deal? ?
this isnt something that needs trying
youre just messin with my thoughts
the emotions in my heart
and i wanna know.....whats holdin you back? ?
i wanna know what youre so affraid of
is it really that bad? ?
 
You already know i love you
even when you act retarded at times
and if you didnt....then you know now
so take your next step
i already took mine
those moments when i yell at you
when i freak out for whatever reason
its only cuz i care
but the way youre holdin back like this
it really isnt fair
 
When you feel this way about a person
you feel you know its meant to be
and when that person feels the same way
its best they let those feelings be seen
 
-dedicated to Aaron.......FAYNESSS LOVES YOU & YOU KNOW YOU FEEL THE
SAME....so STOP BEING AN IDIOT & TELL HER! ! -
 
~IP23
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Destroyed Happy
 
They say enjoy life while you can
but those small moments you try
someone destroys them-once again
 
My day started happy, but then turned sad
you never keep your word
and that makes me really mad
 
Don't make promises you know you won't-or can't keep
its annoying and its wrong
so right now I'd rather not speak- I'd like you to just move on
 
I didn't have an attitude
I was obviously unhappy
why can't you understand?
why don't you understand?
when will you understand?
 
That when I try to enjoy life....
you always destroy it?
 
~IP23
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Do We Still Have Shadows If Its Dark?
 
A question
a thought
to ponder upon
 
I ask myself
I ask others
 
Do we still have shadows
when the lights are gone?
 
When we turn them off
when they disappear
Will our shadows
still be there?
 
Those whom i asked
they dont know
 
Some say yes
others say no
 
Will i ever know?
I havent a clue
 
For this is a question
that I ponder upon
This answer,  is it hidden?
could it appear if
i waved a magic wand?
 
~IP23
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Escape Where I'Ll Be....Happy
 
Im laughing but im not happy
a part of my heart....it crumbled sadly
i smile but behind that is just a frown
no not behind, but is a frown
its just turned upside down
 
This sadness is killing me slowly
it'll soon control me
i need a way....some kind of escape
a place where my smiles
will actually be smiling
where my laughs will be laughing
where i'll actually be......
happy
 
~IP23
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Expression Of One's State Of Mind
 
Realize that love is that spark to discover
One's true side, one's state of mind
One's state of mind- condition
its display, its recognition
Express whats unexpressed- through time
 
Could it be because of an illusion
if one's state of mind has brain confusion?
Many things, there was a fusion
that made an illusion that caused brain confusion
All explained, so it was, that it was said
 
Realize that love is that spark to discover
One's true side, one's state of mind
love to be loved, to be loved- love
For a true display of expression to be seen
 
~IP23
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Fairies Of Winter
 
Every year there comes a day
when winter begins and all come out to play
Young fairies of the snow come dance in the wind
as snowflakes come falling, they twirl and spin
 
All but one thats too shy to go out
she sits by her window
While the others fly about...
 
She spots one fairy
The goddess of snow
she observes her freeness
And watches as the snowflakes glow
 
Inside her heart
she knows that she's ready to fly
Whats holding her back?
Her thoughts say she's still shy...
 
That night, looked up in the sky is what she did
Gazed at the brightest star
And wished upon it...
 
'O bright star that I see through mine eyes
Please grant my wish, give me the courage to go out and fly'
 
Her wish was granted, and so she flew out
To play and dance under the moonlight
Doing what all winter fairies do
 
~IP23
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Fear Of...
 
Fear of one thing
Fear of many things
Fear of winning nothing, but just losing
Fear of life and what is called death
Fear of being too happy, only to get hurt again
Fear of something becoming nothing
Fear of losing something of much value
Fear of love becoming hate
Fear of being liked or disliked, is of the same
Fear of misunderstanding what is understood by others
Fear is of many things
But what makes fear?
 
~IP23
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Flashback Moment
 
So the other day
i just took the time
to flashback on moments
that were stored in my mind
like the day i first met you
we became instant friends
its like ive known you forever
our thoughts flow like the wind
 
We had so much in common
it was like we were from the same world
it was then we became WEIRD SISTERS
and from then my happiness floraled
 
I entered your life at a moment in time
when you were kinda happy
you entered my life at a moment in time
when things were kinda depressingly clashy
 
When i didnt hear from you
i felt as if my world would end
but then you came back
and i was ok again
 
Those moments i miss
and i still get that feeling
when i dont hear from you for a long while
it makes me wonder
if i'd done something....or if you're happier
elsewhere....(of course you are)     
 
You're one of my bestest friends....
'forever and always...always and forever'
im not sure how it is for you
but for me...things should get better
this....was a tribute
to a falshback moment
 
~IP23
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For You
 
We dont really talk that often
but every chance we get to
it means so much to me
i guess...theres just somethin about ya
ill skip the time i have for lunch
which is way beyond crazy
but for you guys
it seems just fine
conversations that we have
arent always long
but that doesnt always matter to me
just as long as i can get
the time to say 'hii! ! ^-^' to you guys
then im happy & my day is pretty much complete
 
~IP23
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Free Voices
 
We all have voices, but we can't all be heard
We should be free like the singing of a bird
Why can't this world have equal rights?
Why should we always have to fight?
If everyone was treated the same, was heard, was noticed
Then no one would be blamed for this inequality
 
~IP23
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''Gameboard''
 
1,2,3
yeah you want me
4,5,6
now you got me
7,8,9
now its your move
you choose 1 + 1
which makes 2- me & you
we're at 10 & we both run
where ever we can
 
Role the dice....its up to you
you choose the card you want you move
forward or behind some spaces
choose this card & we'll change places
with....the opponent
whos on the losing team of 'gameboard'
 
Listen to me....stay with me
we'll win this game & be freed from this world
 
Role the dice.....its up to you
choose the card you want you move
forward or behind some spaces
choose this card & we'll change places
with....the opponent
whos on the losing team of 'gameboard'
 
Its my move.....i roled an 8
i choose the card
another space
move 9 says the square im in
i move my 9 then 10 again
we're almost there
soon we'll be free.....from this world
 
So role the dice.....its up to you
you choose the card you want you move
forward or behind some spaces
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choose this card & we'll change places
with....the opponent
whos on the losing team of 'gameboard'
 
We landed in a random square
we move our space
we look
we're there
we win this game
we won
we're done
we're free
 
-was kinda bored when i wrote this....so yeah- xP
 
~IP23
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Going Through 'Withdrawal' Because Of You
 
Now thanks to you
this is what im going through
this thing they call 'withdrawal'
these symptoms....i have
i dont know when theyll pass
but when you're there
its like they were never true....
 
Thing is.....they are
so get here...you're too far! ! !
im not sure how much i can take
my heart is beginning to think it aches
but......it doesnt.....does it? ?
im trying to tell it.....
that what it felt....feels.....isnt true
but since im going through withdrawal
it just knows that it wants you 
 
~IP23
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Heartstruction
 
My heart no longer
has a gate or barrier
so all are welcome to come in
why dont you just destroy it
im sure you'll enjoy it
i no longer have any use for it
 
Just toss it aside
my pain is staying so it seems
and its seen
so theres nothing to hide
 
No one cares but ill say it
2 words.....goode-bye
yes....im saying
'so long and goodnight'
 
~IP23
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Her Heart
 
Her heart, it beats, it feels a feeling
that hasn’t been felt
in a long time
she doesn’t want it to leave
but stay, for this long time
 
Her heart, it beats, it feels a feeling
but it kind of hurts
alone? So sad
all she wants
is for this to last
and not end up like
moldy food in the trash
 
Her heart, it beats
it feels like it may
be cared for?
Where is the key?
she wants to know
if its safe
Or has it decided to go
 
Her heart, it beats
but why beginning to
fill with sorrow?
its confused,
these emotions
just the answers to her questions
is all they want to know
 
Her heart, it beats
and she’s just tryin to
keep it safe
her heart is connected to her mind
and they both wanna know…..
will everthing turn out ok?
 
~IP23
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Hopes Are Dreams
 
Hope to me is when you believe
And when you believe you see a dream
 
To see a dream that only one can see
Is a privilage and a power that was truly meant to be
 
The power to dream and believe is at heart
And deep down inside is where everything starts
 
~IP23
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I Accidently Cause Pain...You Didnt Listen...
 
To take your own life is selfish
thats what people say
well who are they to tell me
what selfish even is? ?
maybe its selfish of me to stay
i wanna say goodbye
& at the same time i dont...
& for some reason i cant
i dont understand! !
if im gonna be here
at least let me be isolated from everyone
that way i wont cause anyone
anymore pain
i cant accidently hurt people
if im alone
its just that...theres some who just wont listen
even after i explained...
just know that i tried to warn you
& that there probably isnt anything to gain
 
~IP23
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I Dont Even Know What More To Say...
 
Im careless yet careful
im strong but im weak
i dont care but i care
i can act as if im sour
but really im sweet
i like & i dislike
i think but cant decide
ill stand out in the open
& sometimes ill run & hide
...i dont even know
what more to say...
 
~IP23
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I Guess This Means No 'Cya Later'? ?
 
It'll never go away...
the pain...that hurt that i feel
because people...they just...
keep coming...then going...
& coming back...
the worst part is...
they dont even tell me...
theres no warnings...not even
a 'goodbye'...meaning...
theyre not coming back
or a  'see ya later'...meaning...
they wont forget that i still care...
that im still here for them no matter what
i...
i just keep forgetting...that things...
dont work like that...
that i have to remember that the hurt
will return
 
~IP23
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I Hate This! ! !
 
I hate it! ! cant take it! !
all of my stupid confusing thoughts! !
these confused emotions
my confused everything! !
when will i be able to think straight? ?
when will i fix myself? ! ?
 
My brain...
it...its trying, & so am i...
but why? ?
why do i keep failing? ! ? !
all that i do...i cant seem to do well anymore
its so frustrating! ! !
 
I cant take it...not anymore...
i keep saying that...yet here i am...
again...trying...
even though i said 'i quit'
i...i never quit...so i guess...
i didnt mean that? ?
 
People say this is
some sort of stage? ?
its apart of being a teen? ?
well i hate it! !
its stupid & i just dont like it! !
is it wrong for me to say that? ?
 
So its normal to feel so futzin lost? ?
so its normal to always wanna cry? ?
im not the emotional type...
so whats my deal? ! ? !
am i really suppose to have
those....those aweful thoughts
of...of no longer being here? ?
does that seem normal to you? ?
 
I prefer not normal...but this...
this isnt something im into...
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why do i keep feeling like...
im not worth it...
like everyone is better off without me...
like im the reason for everyone's pain
like no one really cares that im here...
i dont believe anything people tell me anymore...
 
It pains me...to even think those things...
to think that in order to feel happy...
to feel safe...
that i have to not care about anyone
to not care about anything
to not care about myself...
 
I dont wanna tell anyone my thoughts...
i dont feel its safe...
ive got it all under control...
clearly i dont...but i refuse to speak of it
my acting skills...theyre so wonderful! !
ask me how i am
i tell you im good...im fine...
well im not! !
so dont bother asking! ! !
please...dont..im sorry i had to yell...
but...i cant do this anymore...
im confused & lost & i dont know why
i think what i think or why i hurt......its...
futz! ! i friffin hate this! ! !
 
~IP23
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I Have No Life, So Why Am I Here? ?
 
I have no life, so why am i here? ?
each day i get more irritated than the last
theres something in me that i can surpass
that light that shined
is beginning to fade
i dont even care about the rest of my days
 
I cant help but wonder...
what people see in me
i know they see nothing...
but yet they see something
 
I no longer want to put up with
these thoughts and feelings
i dont know what i want...
or what to do...
maybe ill fade with that light
 
~IP23
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I Know What I Saw.....3 Faces Within A Tree?
 
Outside of my window
there stands a big tree
I woke up one morning
and saw small faces-there were 3
 
One looked like a mask
it had a smile that was kind
another, like a side profile
I could see the shape of its nose
it seemed like it had
its own mind
 
The 3rd was kinda scary
as if it had one eye
in the middle of its face-it kinda smiled
or was it more so like
a creepish clown, instead of an eye
it was a nose?
 
I saw this all on a friday
the 12th of March to be exact
I told myself that later that night
I'd look for those faces in the tree
And I did.....
 
I found one, the one that looked like a mask
the other two I could not see
For it had been rainy and windy
and it was cloudy that night
And so I ended up falling asleep
 
Before I did so
I told myself that I'd look
for them the next morning
And I did.....
 
Again, I found the one that looked
like a mask
But this time it wasnt smiling
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it looked kind of sad
a little scared in a way
the other two faces
were nowhere to be seen
 
I lay in my bed wondering
what had happened and where they had went
Some may say I've lost my mind
but I know what I saw
so I told myself, later that night
I'd look again.....
And I did.....
 
I came to see the face like a mask
and this time it looked angry
the way it stared back at me
kinda scary-in an evil way?
 
I saw another face-kinda like an old lady
it sat in the place of the second face
 
Could the mask had been angry
because she was there?
 
It was still rainy and windy
I layed there and thought
and eventually fell asleep
 
~IP23
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I Need An Answer.....Will You Tell Me? ? ? ....
 
Holy chiz! !
what do i do? ?
what the futz! ! im so confused! !
nee-chan! ! nee-chan! !
will you help me out! !
my thoughts have gone mad again! !
where are you? ? ! you're where abouts? ?
 
Lover! ! sweet lover! !
i need you now! !
i need your help! !
but you're not around! !
im trying to stay calm! !
as of now its not working out! !
i say! ! ive lost my mind! !
you say whats this about? ? .......
well.......
ill tell you......but.....
i need an answer....
will you tell me? ?
 
 
~IP23
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I Need You...Remind Me...Help Me...? ?
 
I know i keep saying this
but im really hurting inside
my pain.....it dies...& revives
i need you to heal me
to end my pain
always tell me you love me like you always do
because to me it means everything
if i could just see you
be with you
would it help? ?
 
I feel like im losing it
but ive lost it long ago....my mind
friff i wish you knew
how much you really mean to me
its not even funny
how much i think you dont mean it
how i feel like its not true
when i know it is
but something in me is trying to control me....lie to me
i need you to keep reminding me
that its not a lie.....
 
Help me...please? ! ? !
tell my mind that seems to have malfunctioned
whats right! !
make this right! !
i cant handle it anymore
these 'i believe it...i dont believe it'
debates i have with myself
its destroying me....from the inside
 
I know i believe
but i need you to remind me
at all times that you are there
and you will be there
but only if you mean it
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I Really Do Love You
 
Hey love im sorry
if it seems like im not into you
you see...i really am
but the thing is....
when i was last with someone
they tried to take my heart
and tare it in pieces-more than two
 
Ever since then my heart has been sealed shut
its been heavily guarded
but the gate is beginning to open up
 
I really love you...and words cant even express that
and understand that expressing things
is something im not good at...so instead i write it out
 
Alot of people always wonder about me
its rare if i really speak whats on my mind
just tell me....if you have a question ask me
though i wont always have an answer
 
~IP23
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I Think I Did It.....Again
 
Confused about this
so im gonna blame that
 
So much is goin through my mind
what am i suppose to do?
 
Did i do somethin stupid again?
did i friff up....AGAIN?
 
How in the world do i always
end up doin this? ...........
 
Did i fix it?
i dont think i did
how do i know?
 
~IP23
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I Wish This Was 'The Last Night'
 
I sit in my room
thinkin 'bout it
just wish that i could be there with you
thats just how it is.......
ill never want to say goodbye
sometimes i want to cry
i say im fine.....
but you know its a lie
 
I wish this was
the last night id spend alone
id look you in your eyes
so you'd know id know
you're everywhere i need you to be
the last night id spend alone
you'd wrap me in your arms
and you wont let go
your're everything
i need you to be
 
I wish this was the last night
away from you.....away from me.....
 
-i suppose this is my short version of 'the last night' (skillet)   -
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If I Annoy You...Would You Tell Me? ?
 
I feel like im becoming
of an annoyance to you
So if i am...why cant you just tell me? ?
 
I dont like being lied to
I dont like it when people act like they care
so if you dont wanna be bothered
then just say it....make it clear
 
I'll understand it perfectly
if i annoy you then ill go
please dont pretend that eveything is alright
tell me...cuz id really like to know
 
-this is to anyone.....-
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Im Done
 
What have i gotten myself into
everything is causin me stress
i hate it when im being pressured
my thoughts arent even calm
i need peace & rest
maybe it'd be best if
i just had no contact
 
This is getting out of hand
& now im getting worried
my happiness was here
but for a short while
it seems to be coming to an end
id better brace myself
for whats about to come
eventually ill get through it
itll be hard to move on
 
I shouldve just kept my thoughts
to myself
look at what happens when i
finally let them go
some wonder why i dont express myself
well hey...now you know
 
Im getting tired of everything
its driving me insane
maybe when i come back
ill let you know
appearently no one understands
when i try to explain
whats going on in my brain
 
Right now i just need some space
my space...just time...
if youre not gonna try n help me
then go away....
just leave me alone & dont waste my time
ive got enough to deal with
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so stop wasting my time
if you dont really care
then keep your distance until further notice
because im done
 
For those of you who are just plain annoying
theres always busy traffic to play in
your constant idiocity
is just making my depression worse
 
~IP23
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Im Sorry You Saw Within My Mind...
 
Im srry that u entered my mind
and had to see what u saw
i guess I ddnt warn u of my chaotic
hidden thoughts
and once again of course…
this is all my fault
i did tell u that ud find a lot of stuff
but of course I wasn’t specific
so when finally decide to hate me
ill just have to live with it
 
~IP23
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In His Name...
 
In His name in which we pray
for true happiness
for another blessed day
 
In His world is where we live
think less to take, think more to give
 
In His plans there lay our future
we'll live or die
you'll know when the knock is at your door
 
In His name in which we pray, live, love
our holy father watches over us
in the heavens from above
 
~IP23
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Interrogation
 
Please...come...take a seat
can you feel the pressure? ?
can you feel the heat? ?
ive got some questions
that i need to ask
are you willing to cooperate? ?
 
Im not liking this communication thing
is there even any here
i dont know...ive got no life
plenty of time on my hands
but...i wanna know
do you care? ?
if i need some answers
right away....an honest opinion
any form of information
are you willing to be there
can you even say? ? ....
 
And you...yes you
what can i even say
what can you even say
do you even know how i am? ?
hmm...i didnt think so
no no...its fine
just go on your way
 
Hey not so fast
did you think without being questioned
id just let you go? ?
blaha! ! wrong...but heres what ill show
you see this here? ?
these are the facts
you didnt know i knew now did you? ?
well i did...the entire time
you thought you could keep this from me? ?
i told you i was magic...so i know things
i know about the other person
but hey....thats fine...
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youre all now dismissed
for now im ending this interrogation time
 
~IP23
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Is It My Fault? ?
 
Why do i feel like i did something
i feel like im the cause
of the hurt you feel
if that is what youre feeling
i feel like you dont wanna talk
if its my fault you can tell me
if youre mad at me
i wanna know why
i dont like the feeling inside of me
it makes me wanna cry
if im annoying you
cant you tell me
i wish i didnt feel like
youre avoiding me
like i often did in the past
i get paranoid about alot of things
and its really bad
it takes a while to get over things
i wish this wasnt so hard & sad
 
~IP23
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Is That Even A Question? ?
 
Its me....its not me
is that even a question? ?
im sad....do i act happy? ?
thats the view from another's perception
i need to rest.....cant rest
it doesnt work anymore
to pass a test.....fail it? ?
im sick and tired of seeing the bad scores
 
My happiness...its limited
little of few or none? ?
i think ill choose little of few
its the least i could do
the least i could choose...to choose
 
I just wanna smile and laugh like i use to
but.....i cant seem to do that here
maybe.....if i were there....
there and not here......
 
To wait......not wait...
to see......not see...
its me.....its not me....
is that even a question? ?
 
~IP23
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Is This.....An Invisible Love? ?
 
I know this girl....
we'll call her ayane
and shes not sure what it is
she cant see it.....yet.....
she knows theres something there
bcuz she can feel it.....
is it hiding? ?
or does it not exist
is this something she thinks is here? ?
 
That name.....that shape
its everywhere she goes
she loves it.....& them
but what does it mean? ?
the faces she hasnt seen
the things that she believes
its.....its all taring her apart
like.....a little paper angel
or a butterfly's wings
the songs she sings.....
they arent really helping
 
That day....her day.....
when will it come
when she'll see that one
shes been waiting for
those people she cant seem
to get out of her mind
why.....
shes not even sure how to
or why they wont leave
if they wont make her better.....forever
is how she wants things
to be together
 
This is the view.....her view
of where things are
but if this isnt right
then she must be blinded
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by an invisible love
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Ive Figured It Out
 
Ive figured it out
i really think i have
ive found the cause
to what made me go mad
 
My heart...my mind...and i agree
that im affraid to let my heart
be totally free
i love you so much
i realized more than most things
my heart is filled with it
but the thought of losing it....
that brings...sadness & alot of pain
so i try to think of happy things
 
What i want....what i need...
is to see you
i wish i could be with you
but youre too far away
and we both know
theres another way
 
Since its not option A
then we'll have to go with B
what we said was
'forever and always always and forever'
is what our love should be
 
-this is my answer to my other poem.*I Need You...Remind Me...Help Me...? ?
*.-
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L.I.F.E.
 
Learning something new each day
 
Inspiring others to go their way
 
Forever you will love and be yourself
 
Even through rough times when you need help
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Lifeless Memories
 
You made me feel like Im on the edge of that mountain waitin to take that fall
I cant find that desire
to even admire the love that we use to share
It was you and me plus the sun- it was shining
and the night stars would shine so clear....
 
As I watch time pass me by
I wonder if I could have,
still fill it with adventure
Because with you things are
and were never the same
Its like you aim to be the blame
like you wanna feel a certain pain
To be...ashamed-?
 
You make me feel like Im on the edge of that mountain waitin to take that fall
I cant find that desire
to even admire the love that we use to share
It was you and me plus the sun- it was shining
and the night stars would shine so clear....
 
And so I stare into what are now
My lifeless memories
 
~IP23
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Lost My Mind's Control
 
I cant do it.....not anymore
the control over my mind
its practically gone
i no longer have it
i tried to keep things calm
but without you theres no point
days go by
and each passing day
another piece of my mind goes with it
i need you and youre not here
why? ?
i dont know
but what i do know is that
im not sure how much longer ill last
if you dont return soon.....
ill be forever lost....gone
 
~IP23
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Made With The Gift
 
Beauty hand crafted
time taken with love
Each detail carved carefully
By one with a gift from above
 
In the mind of creative thoughts is where this piece of art was born
By the one with the gift, it came to life
its appearance is appealing and so unique
Its a mystery as to how one could create something this magnifique
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Mixfusionode
 
Mixed thoughts, confusion
no delusion for my mood
i cant think straight....i cant choose
cant break their heart
but i like them too
Cant tare apart what i seem to have
they've been gone too long
i kinda want this bad
just helped someone throught the same thing
but cant help myself...such a sad shame
someone tell me now...what should i do? ?
keep my promise or...with this go through? ?
just help me out...i could use it now
i kinda want this bad...
but how will things turn out? ?
 
My answer seems pretty obvious-no? ?
well hey its not
im soo confused like on some game show
i recieved those 3 words
and in return those 3 were sent
of course i meant it when i sent it
but when recieved was i decieved? ?
i dont think so...cuz they said it first
theyre the key to my heart
its what i said
and to lose that...it could really hurt (maybe)  
just help me out...i could use it now
i kinda want this bad...
but how will things turn out? ?
 
Do i feel a little better
though i still cannot decide? ?
its the one that said they loved me
vs
the one i think i like
and if i break my promise
it would follow me for life
Lost in this stupid game
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anybody have cheat codes? ?
this levels driven me insane! !
so please help me out...i could use it now
i really dont wanna cheat with codes
i kinda want this badly
i need a safe way out
 
(dedicated to a friend....n srry its sooo long)  
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My Journey Must Go On
 
I feel it taking a toll
my mind and soul
my body cant handle the stress
it needs to rest
my thoughts are all over the place
so whats my case? ?
 
Am i among the lost not found? ?
ive looked around
but i couldnt find a way
im on a mission to find what should be mine
but whats the plan? ?
do i discover that there never was one
from the start? ?
 
Ive noticed that i am lost
to soon or never be found
is this because im currently living
on uneven grounds? ?
perhaps? ?
 
Ive seen the help i could get
but is it legit? ?
can i trust the words so slightly heard? ?
can i depend on the hands that guide me
through this dark land? ?
should i believe what could be misleading? ?
will my will show me the way? ?
 
I think im done for the day
or many days to come
but then again...i could spend...more time on
what could come after
instead of what happens before
which could make me believe in
what ive come to know
while finding my way through the shadows
what shadows? ? of where? ?
a place where all thats conquered
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is known as fear
my fear...which was....
to be lost and not found....
to give up my hopes and dreams
that began to unravel at the seams
but ive found myself
along with the right help
those seams reattached......
and yet my journey must go on......
 
~IP23
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My Love For You
 
My love for you
is not even of this world
So if i tell you i love you
then i mean it
 
If you're family
or a friend
Or even more than that
then BELIEVE IT! !
 
Even if i dont always show it
just know i really do care
 
Sometimes my temper is short
and i might blow it
The mean things i say
i dont mean it........
 
Just know that
my love for you is and always be there
 
Know that for you
i'd sacrifice all i have
plus my life
Because thats just how i am
know that my love is forever lasting
even if i dont always show it
 
~IP23
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My Sweet Pessimist Vs My Lovely Optimist
 
Theyre at it again
one's always trying to win
this debate....when will it end? ?
dont they realize what theyre doing
causing things to be confusing
& stuck in the middle
is poor little indecisive
 
Sweet pessimist says
to lovely optimist
'youre just way to possitive
you need to think of the negative
youll just get your hopes cruched! ! '
but lovely optimist begs to differ
 
Lovely optimist says
to sweet pessimist
'well youre just way to negative
think of the better.....the brighter side
of things! ! look at what youre doing
causing poor little indecisive
to be even more confused! !
scaring her more than she already is! ! '
 
Poor little indecisive sits
in silence...not knowing what to do
so she cries.....because she knows
that sweet pessimist could be right
but then she regains her hope
knowing that lovely optimist
is her ray of light.....the smile
that she needs
 
Its always like this
sweet pessimist
vs lovely optimist
and caught in between
little indecisive
sweet pessimist always
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gets to little indecisive
before lovely optimist does
and so poor little indecisive
feels down & depressed....
after a while lovely optimist
comes & makes things better
but no matter what happens
little indecisive
will always be caught inbetween
not knowing which side
is best to believe
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Mysterious Rare
 
Take a look, take a whisper, into that cool air
watch the mist, as it enters, that mysterious rare
There it came, now it went
Watch it come and go just like those magical souls
 
It'll hide it'll leap
it will follow thee
Anywhere and everywhere, it will know and see
Run and climb and jump behind
All is here....now gone
 
Can you feel it in the air
there's something
there's something and ita rare....its rare...its rare
Can you feel it in the air
its mysterious....unknown....you need to beware
because....
 
It'll hide it'll leap
it will follow thee
Anywhere and everywhere, it will know and see
Run and climb and jump behind
All is here.....now gone
 
Can you hear that misty air
as it whispers in your ear
'You can run but cannot hide'
because....
 
I will hide I will leap
I will follow thee
Anywhere and everywhere, I will know and see
Run and climb and jump behind
Yes I'm here....now gone
 
(this was random and i was bored so it may or may not make sense xP) 
 
~IP23
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Needs To Be Saved
 
I hate my life
do i wanna die? ?
im confused
am i going through....
one of my depression stages
once again? ?
 
Pretend......
to be something im kinda not (happy)  
but i was....then i wasnt....then i was again
its like a never ending pattern
i dont even know what the hell i should do
do i cry? ?
or write? ?
or complain to someone? ?
but who? ?
 
Where is someone? ?
who's that someone? ?
why is everything....has everything in my head
gone mad? ? loose? ? out of control? ?
whats the use? ?
im tired of something.....everything? ?
i cant even tell! !
is my pain real? ?
is it an illusion? ?
am i just going through some kind of phase? ?
 
These days! ! i dont even know what to do about it
shout it loud? ! ? ! ....im not so proud...
its a love-hate debate
between me...myself...and i
we sigh....cant come to a conclusion
confusion.....i think...
well at least try to...but nothings clear anymore
that door...where does it lead? ?
what is it? ? for me? ?
will i go to the other side...to find...
that 'things are looking up? ? oh finally'....
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maybe 'this is the last night...ill spend...'
wondering...hoping? ? ...wanting? ? ...wishing? ?
futz it! ! theres no point! !
 
I know whats next....or do i? ?
perhaps......express! ! run wild! ! go free! ! ...
be me? ? ...does that make sense? ?
does this? ? do i make sense? ?
the fence! ! that one that protects me! !
am i free? ? not so much....
i still hurt....the pain is holding me hostage...
it got me...only because my fence....my shield....my barrier...
it fell...was destroyed...
im annoyed....i must deploy.....
my heart...my mind....my soul...myself...
needs to be saved.....
who will help me? ? ....will it be you...which is who? ? .....
what do i do? ?
 
~IP23
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Of Me-Who Cares? ?
 
Who cares about my likes
I'm just misunderstood
who cares about my dislikes
If I could vanish-then I would
 
Who cares of my existance
you wouldn't mind if I...disappeared?
I try to be happy
but that only results to tears
 
I tell the ones I care for
not to think of self elimination
Yet I do so myself
and still will have life determination
 
Who really cares of me
don't force yourself to care
If you don't then its fine cuz I understand
soon I'll be out of your life
and elsewhere
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Pain Will Keep You Company
 
It hurts...when pain comes back
its like someone...or something
is grabbing your heart...
that one that holds your love...your emotions
 
Tears...as they stream down your face
whats going through your mind? ? ...everything
and as you cry...it comes...
''it'' is fear...barely there but you feel it
 
Believe it...too affraid to trust...you sit...you stare
as fear sings you a lullaby...so loud its clear
yet...theres only silence in the room
and still you feel the pain
 
Remembering...how you trusted without a care
all who came into your heart
were locked out of those gates
so you wait...
for the worthy ones to return
until then...the pain will keep you company
 
~IP23
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Panda's Scars
 
Panda is a girl with many scars
most of them hidden
behind emotional bars
one is visible...
it rests upon her right wrist
another is almost mental...
it rests within her head
 
Panda was about 5 or 6
when she got that scar
fell down some stairs
& hit her head
forced herself to cry? ?
she did...
& yes shes doing just fine
years later...
 
March 22nd of 2006
panda was 12
& this was also an accident
at school in the classroom
they were lining up for lunch
when she turned around
her friend went for that launch
towards panda is where
her friend went...then she tripped
after kind of exaggerating it
into the door sweet panda fell
glass was broken...
her arm hit the window...
& down from her wrist
came a waterfall of blood...
 
The rest of panda's scars
lie in her thoughts & emotions
the ones she love gave them to her
& theyre kinda getting worse
shes not sure if shes gonna
gain or lose a friend
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whenever she tries to help
it seems to get rejected in the end
sadly that just leaves her
sitting with her thoughts
isolating herself from everyone
so that no more pain will come about...
 
~IP23
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Pathetic Memory
 
Useless, annoying pathetic memory
it wont remember
what she wants it or needs it to
 
Always forgetting whats important
wont remember whats asked
Many things are thought
very few ever last
 
Gone, faded, some never return
why cant it just work right? !
 
Anger, frustration
pain is created
All because of her pathetic memory
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Please....Not Another Year? !
 
I cant...i just cant
do this anymore
no not again! !
three years was enough
and a fourth is a terrible sin
being homeschooled
for anoher year
i hated it from the start
to relive it? ?
i cry rivers of tears
 
As if i dont already
have alot on my mind
this was a main thought
all i need is information
and a little more time
all im asking...praying
at the moment is for
this one thing....
please dont make me relive this
let this last resort be
the happy song that i sing
 
~IP23
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Promise Of Frozen Pain (Collaboration)
 
What i thought was right was wrong
its like there was no effort made
when i stepped upon that frozen pond
it was already too late for me to be saved
 
What i though was right was wrong
guess i left it too late
Now i cant be saved
From the icy burning hate
 
What i thought was right was wrong
i shouldve never taken that step
we'll now both suffer this burning pain
its something i should regret
 
What i thought was right was wrong
i wish i had'nt hurt you
Just want a second chance
a chance to start anew
 
What i thought was right had backfired
it turned out to be wrong.
although, i hurt you, i need your help,
to get through this, im not that strong,
 
If you help me ill get stronger
& ill promise you no more pain
i promise then,
it'll never happen again,
im making my promise of frozen pain
 
-this was a collaboration-
(done with Disconnected Soul With A Deceased Heart)  
[if you wanna know who wrote what..search this poem & read it on his page]
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Protecting Their Gift Of Love
 
They  will try not
to get too attatched
For it is their gift of love
they will protect
 
Until their proof
of truth is revealed
They'll keep the lock
on the box well sealed
 
The key is kept safe
within their keepings
For IF these are lies
that they must face
then NO there shall be
no weaping
 
They'll be prepared
for if they must
ELIMINATE
they'll be ready for this battle
and their enemy shall
DESINTEGRATE
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Ranthoughmotions
 
I dont know why i feel this way
i dont know why i wanna cry most days
i dont know why i cant fully believe what people say
and i dont know why i dont know
 
Why is it i always  want
what i cant or dont have
i wish that most times i didnt feel hurt
why do i always feel like people avoid me
and why am i easily annoyed
am i depressed? ? i cant even answer that
i always feel like im under pressure......stressed
and i always feel like i dont get much rest
 
Do i tend to hold empty conversations? ?
there are words being said....things being discussed....
am i the only one who cares? ?
 
My memory....it doesnt even take a second to forget
i just wanna scream
and when i dream.....
i wake up....and its like there was never anything there
a bunch of random thoughts & emotions
all thrown into one
i dont know if i can take it
keep goin through this
for a short time it all settles down
but i know its not done......
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Read To Me, What I Cannot See
 
Read to me, what I cannot see
Those are the words from one who's heart is pure
Such ancient letters, of a foreign language from the past
Speak words of such a true, deep meaning
My heart was tuched, my mind it learned
My ears filled with the sound of a voice that read to me
I observe the art from an ancient time
Storing its beauty within my memory
Read to me, what I cannot see
Those are the words of one who cannot understand what has been written
 
~IP23
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Remember 'Bout My Heart (A Song By Me)      ^-^
 
-a song by me....posted as requested-
 
One time is too many
shoulda let you go back then
now my head is spinnin
cant believe i fell for it....
were you pretendin that you loved me
or was that really true? ?
oh my gosh, i cant believe i ever loved someone like you.....
 
Well fine you can go ill still be happy anyway
and to you i say 'Good Day'
just be gone, go back & run along
and keep tryin to break others hearts.....
Hey just remember bout my heart
you didnt even leave a mark! ! ....
 
Moved on i did & found somebody that was really true to me
maybe more than you'll ever be......to yourself
and anyone that walks into your life
Oh thats to bad for you
cuz karmas gonna come back & break your heart in two...
or more pieces than it did the time before...
loves like a game so whats the score...
on your side of the gameboard
 
Well fine you can go ill still be happy anyway
and to you i say 'Good Day'
just be gone, go back & run along
and keep tryin to break others hearts...
Hey just remember bout my heart
you didnt even leave a mark! !
 
I didnt really care that you left me
for somebody else
but why'd you have your friend come & tell me? ?
why couldnt you do it yourself? ?
but the worst of all....you chose my birthday to
tell the news-what kinda gift is this to me from you? ?
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Well fine you can go ill still be happy anyway
and to you i say 'Good Day'
just be gone go back & run along
and keep tryin to break others hearts....
 
Well fine you can go ill still be happy anyway
and to you i say 'Good Day'
just be gone go back & run along
and keep tryin to break others hearts....
Hey just remember that your heart
will be the one with all the marks! !
 
(dedicated to someone who shoulve been ELIMINATED! !)     
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Remember Your Steps
 
Remember your steps
remember the beat
remember the timing
keep moving your feet
just do what you can til you get it right
go over it again...
if only you could...
 
You is i...
& i cant remember it all
just a small portion i still dont know
& there isnt much time before the show
a day more than a week
yet i still cant get it right
please someone help me
or ill look like a fool in everyone's sight
 
Its been a few years...
but i know i can do it? ?
i need a little more time to view it...
remember it...
follow along with everyone else
if only i could remember it myself
 
They said im doing great
since i came late...
to only have been there
2 out of 10 weeks
and learned as much as there is
as quickly as i did...
why do i feel like im not doing what i can? ?
like...im not giving it my all...
 
Remember my steps
remember the beat
remember the timing...
 
~IP23
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Shouldve Kept Your Distance
 
Somethings gone wrong
now i know whats going on
theres a place i need to be
theres some1 i need to see
theres suspicion in the air
theres some things that should be cleared
if im there....there will be hell
and i may end up in jail
but its for a serious cause
dont give a futz about the law
 
If they dont keep their distance
ill make sure theyre gone
before they use their senses
shouldve listened to my warning
shouldve never came back
couldve walked away....
but they didnt.....they chose to stay......
 
i wont need reinforcements
im not there....i guess i do
there wont be conversations
when i get there theyll be through
they couldve thought this out
but instead they just refused
and when theyre taken out
ill just be here.....amused
 
If they dont keep their distance
ill make sure theyre gone
before they use their senses
shouldve listened to my warning
shouldve never came back
couldve walked away....
but they didnt.....they chose to stay
 
~IP23
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Some Most Times
 
Sometimes i feel like im bein avoided
most times i feel ignored
sometimes i feel like puttin up with ppl & their annoyin ish
most times i dont
Some most times i wonder what it would be like if i were gone
some most times i feel like if that were so things may be better off
some times i dont feel like controlling my demon
most times i kinda do
sometimes i feel like breaking things...lately its been a need
most times i dont cuz i need those things...so my anger i have to control
Some most times i like bein alone because no1 really cares &
i think im misunderstood
some most times bein alone is good...but i cant relax because my mind is like a
reckless rant
 
(when i wrote this.....its how i felt...dedicated to any1 else who feels/felt this
way) 
 
~IP23
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Something Wrong? ?
 
I cant figure out whats goin on
but i know theres somethin wrong
its confusing me & im freakin out
whats the deal? ? wheres everything gone? ?
 
Am i better now? ?
well i dont know
can i chill out? ?
i guess time will show
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Soon To Be The Past
 
You search in which you believe in
you believe in what you find
you find as to what you seek
but what you seek has been left behind
 
Whats behind you is the past
and the past is what you seek
why not seek the future? ?
for the present was not a gift for you to keep
you cannot keep it
 
Because this gift is a...no the present
which will soon be the past
for what you seek in the future
will be to you the present then the past
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Srry I Just Wasted Ur Time (Not A Poem But A Waste
Of Space)
 
i may just forever leave...disappear
my pain temporarly leaves...
then returns so server....
i dont care anymore
ill just let it stay
 
-srry i just wasted ur time-.....
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Srry.....But I Cant Help It
 
.....I cant help it
the fact that your pretty much
all i ever think about
i feel like im being mentally clingy
and when i cant talk to you
i feel like im without
 
I cant help that
i love you
and always wanna make sure
youre ok
i cant help that without you
i feel like ill fade away
 
I cant help it
that i feel like
theres something you wont tell me
but if thats not true....
then there must be somehting
that im failing....
to understand that
people have things to do in their lives
that must be what i lack inside
 
Im fallin apart
and i cant put me back together
but its ok....ill get through it
i cant help that i dont know
what to believe anymore
ive lost most of my hope
and i havent really gained
anything more
 
I wish i didnt always
feel like....im an annoyance to everyone
nothing i do makes me happy
so i guess this means.....
they won
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Sweet Isolation
 
Sweet isolation...
just where do we stand
ive often been with you
we stand hand in hand
 
Sweet isolation...
i think you're the one
it's like I belong with you
could lonelinesss be funn
 
Sweet isolation...
you face me with the facts
so where do i belong...
 
~IP23
26 January,2012 thursday
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Tears Of Missing Thoughts
 
Tears run down her face
why does she cry?
 
She cant remember the little things
in her mind
 
One second she thinks
less than a minute
Its gone-her thought
 
Bits and pieces return to her
but she cant remember
she's now so angry-she cries
 
In her world theres no use of a thought
if only parts exist
The whole thought must be there
but her memory couldnt store it
 
~IP23
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The Night Takers
 
It happened again...they tried to get her
in the middle of the night
she tried move and barely got loose
and they werent even in sight
who are they? ? well shes not sure
but she thinks that theyre trying to take her
after she escaped...an odd noise remained
out of her head...she tried to send it away
slowly it began to fade
and still shaken...she slowly fell back to sleep
 
As for them...well she knew they were coming
and she thinks theyll be back again
theyd come to her a few times before
the night takers...
theyll be coming back...but when? ?
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The Return Of My Heart's Magic Gate
 
Whats wrong with me? ?
its like somethings trying to
take over me
i cant take anymore of these
mixed emotions im feeling
my nerves are all crazinesss...yet theyre in control
my walls fell down...& i recieved alot of damage
my mind's repair was going well...
but somethings trying...or has...
gotten in the way
 
I thought i was insane? ?
but im not (or am i? ?) ...its people...
the ones who love how i ''supposedly''
believe it when they say they love me
when they say they care...when really they dont...
they like to see the results
after they enter my life...
after they let me think i trust them...
after i let them in my heart...and then they disappear
leaving me destroyed...
 
That was before...when i began to let my guard down
well now its back up...& its stronger than before
no longer will i open the gates to my heart
so dont even start walking towards it...
as if you ever would...
ive lost my trust...so now i must...
be even farther away than i was before
 
~~~~if you were within those gates
before and after my shield was destroyed
ill do all that i can to keep you safe
forevermore...~~~~
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Theres Somethin About You If I Share Whats Mine
 
I dont really like
to share whats mine
but if i do
then you know that
theres somethin about you
 
(i may or may not add more to this....it depends on what my mind says)  
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Theyre Sorry
 
If they hurt you
theyre sorry
that was never theyre intention
they arent proud of it
and never will be
but you need to know
that making decisions
isnt something they like
and they chose.......
they said theyre sorry
if they hurt you
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This Emotion (Another Song By Me)    ^-^
 
-dedicated to meh awesome weird sis ~nancy turner~ i loves u! ! -........
 
You know.... when i look at you
what i see
what i see....is that you equal true love to me
how im able to breathe
when i see your face...i cant believe....
Are my eyes tellin me lies
is what i see true to me
am i asleep
is this one of my fantasies...
 
i dont know for sure...
because...
 
When i am around you...i go crazy
cant believe my eyes...its so amazing
even when you're gone i still can see you
cuz you're in my mind...ill hardly miss you
 
Ooohs
i cant tell false from true
cuz in my dreams
i get the same reaction...in reality
Dont you see that
you are apart of me
in and out of my dreams
i love you...you love me
what more cant i see
i dont know for sure...
because
 
When i am around you...i go crazy
cant believe my eyes....its so amazing
even when you're gone...i still can see you
cuz you're in mind..ill hardly miss you
 
What does love even mean
is it true if its apart of your dreams
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yes or no it doesnt matter you see
as long as i love you and you love me...
 
When i am around you...i go crazy
cant believe my eyes...its so amazing
even when you're gone...i still can see you
cuz you're in my mind..ill hardly miss you
Dont you see my love...i really love you
i love you so much...i just had to tell you
look into my eyes and you will see it
that its not a lie you will believe it
 
 
~IP23
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This Is Hate
 
Hate is a hurt that lurks within your soul
An anger, a dislike that only one could know
 
Hate is a word meaning a very strong dislike
To not care about the feelings of others
because only the madness is in sight
 
When having hate towards whatever, why should it even be
Why not just think it over so that you can see
The true reason as to why hate is the answer in which you seek
 
To feel hate is like awakening a demon deep within the shadows of your soul
If it cannot be tamed
Then the beast that you have brought to life
Will slowly eat away at the love and happiness that once lived in your heart
And you will then be left with nothing but sadness
 
~IP23
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This Time's Too Late
 
Its because of you
I had to choose, if I should stay or go
But now you're gone, its like a song
Its over and I'm too late
I cried and tried to let it go
But it just wouldn't leave my mind
Its all my fault you left me here
And I feel like commiting a crime
 
~IP23
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Thoughts Of You Hurt
 
It hurts whenever i think of you
i feel betrayed...i feel hurt
walked all over just like dirt
i cant believe i fell into this trap
and you told me things that made me laugh....
that made me smile
but i guess they were just lies
you're still disguised
 
I wish i hadnt been blinded
by what i thought was real
yet i was......you dont even know
how that makes me feel
if you did you wouldnt do this
that is.....if you cared
but to me it seems that you dont
and you're not even here to clarify
 
If you just tell me whats going on
so that ill know....
so then we could all move on....
and put an end to this show......
 
 
~IP23
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To Have You Back
 
id risk my life for the ones i love
& for u id risk it all
id give up chocolate forever
if i could have u back with us together
id give up watching anime
if i could have u here everyday
music is my life
but so are u
if it meant having u back
then that would be gone for a while too
 
~IP23
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To Me...Art Is...
 
To me...art is life
art is love & dedication...
art is creativity
giving one the ability
to express anything...everything
from thoughts to feelings
leading to actions...real things
 
Art is the music...
those sounds that i hear
the poems i read
the sculptures i see
 
Art is the movement of dance
the illustration of emotions...
the photographer's view...freelance...
 
Art is education
teaching nations...let them grow...
art is that thought stimulator...
giving birth to today's tomorrow...
 
~IP23
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Townisite
 
Down is up when up is down
Will someone please explain this town?
Like out is in and in is out
Can you explain what I'm talking about?
This place of a place
It seems like an illusion
Its like a world of opposites
Like a dimension with many fusions
Yes to me this place be unknown
Unknown is like the randomness which has already shown
So show me the ways of this awesomely random town
I'd appreciate this dearly
And would be greatful that I was shown around
 
~IP23
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Trueal Words
 
Day by day is how time goes by
and each passing day
i sit and i wonder 'why'
i cant say.....because theres alot
that i wonder about
i just wish that how ive been feeling
would fade away...including self doubt
 
I wish you were here with me
or i were there with you
if i miss a day of your company
i go mad
bcuz its what i am about you
i cant believe im saying this
but this is how i feel
i want it to last forever
dont make me take it back
bcuz all that im saying is.......real
 
Your sweet words
make me feel loved
i feel like im important
i am to you
thats what you told me
so those words ill hold on to
bcuz they were true....? ?
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Unwanticated
 
She feels unwanted and unappreciated
Her feelings get hurt easily
It seems like she's always frustrated
She feels as if a piece of her heart has been broken
A piece turns into many
Her tears come down like a magic potion
Sometimes when she smiles she feels like its a hidden frown
She misses the times when she was once happy
But its like all of those memories drowned
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Ur Worth More Than U Think! ! !
 
I loves u alot, more than u could possibly think
the place u hold in my heart
it could never be replaced
not by any1 or anything
so dont tell me ur not worth a thing
cuz to me ur worth more than u think! ! ! &#9829;
 
Ur the closest to my heart
& of the little happiness in my life
u make it happen without a doubt
cuz to me ur worth more than u think! ! ! &#9829;
 
Thaanx to u my life has sorta changed
in a good way, u got that? ?
then ok! !
we're gonna turn
turn the page that is....
the page in our new book
of what will be the begining of a happier life
it'll be our story, written our way
& without u it wont be the same...why? ?
 
&#9829; BECAUSE TO ME UR WORTH MORE THAN U COULD
EVER POSSIBLY THINK! ! ! ! &#9829;
 
(dedicated to evryone i ABSOLUTELY LOVE....you know who you are! ! !)
&#9829;
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Violent Thoughts...Beautiful Sin...
 
The rage has returned
welcome back! !
let it buern...
through my blood
through my veins
violent thoughts once again
 
Cant control them
so much funn
the time...its yet to come
 
Kill you now
kill you slowly
make you suffer
pain so holy
 
Take a sip of this deadly poison
make it last awhile...
thorns and blades
rush through your skin
let the blood drain from your body...
beautiful sin! ! !
 
~IP23
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Was It Realaste Of Time? ? ?
 
I thought i could love you
could trust you....could care
but when i needed you most
you werent even there
 
You told me you loved me
you and that one
but while i was depressed
you were out having fun
 
I was there for you
during one of your hardest times
according to you i always cheered you up
but for some reason i now feel like
you were lying.....like it was all lies
 
Those tears i cried.....
for who? ? ? for you
and what for? ?
was it just a waste of time? ?
 
Did you plan this? ?
the entire thing? ?
did you intend to hurt me? ?
because if you did....the bell should ring
a point for you....your mission completed
no point for me....i guess im deleted
from your life.....if i was ever really there
as in someone of importance to you
someone whos worth the time to even care
 
It was nice while it lasted
if it were even real
wish i couldve seen you
at least once.......
what youve done
is cut me deeply
and so......slowly shall my scar heal
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Well There Ya Have It
 
Well there ya have it folks
lets watch to see if it grows
lets have some fun! !
my psychotic thoughts
theyre trying to escape
what i suspected is becoming real
this top secret information
being viewed by the public
let it blow through the fields! !
 
First one then two
& nows theres a third
no longer should i have sympathy
was i even gonna know of this secret word? ?
i mean...was i gonna know it...
directly from you? ?
not a chance! !
its the truth id say...is it not? ?
whats wrong? ?
am i a little to happy over this? ?
no! ! im not! !
its the perfect amount of happy! !
sad well...because its mean
but i dont care anymore! !
 
I gave you my trust
my support...& i cared
but now look at what youve done
you stored it over there
somewhere...where it can catch a cold
how cruel can you get
how many lies have & havent you told
how many secrets do i not know
since you claim to tell me ''everything''? ?
you know...i dont even think i wanna hear it
 
When youre done goin around
telling your sad stories
acting like some telemarketer
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trying to persuade me into caring
...'maybe' ill 'try' to believe you
i knew from the start
this wasnt good enough to be true
 
~IP23
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What I Should Say Next
 
I didnt think that it could happen to me
but when im talkin to you
i think i get nervous._.
 
You see....
i become speechless
with your one word responses
i sit in silence
not knowing what to say next
 
Its like two locked doors
and only one key
but only one door
can be unlocked
 
Its like i need some kind of map
or a secret code
like a game
i must move on
to the next level.....
which is what i should say next
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Whats Left Of My Mind
 
I feel im of importance
but at the same time im not
I feel like no one cares of my existance
to me it seems true
No one really listens to what i say
if they do it doesnt seem that way
If i were gone would anyone care? ?
nevermind...dont answer that
just pretend im not there
Im somwehat bored
easily annoyed in life
i think i just realized that im mostly depressed
i act like im happy...? ?
but that kinda adds to my stress
I find myslef happiest when im alone....
or talking to people who i think care...
when im watching tv? ? ....not really...
listening to music? ? ...most dearly....
im not sure but i think i sorta strongly dislike my life? ?
I tend to isolate myself from the ones i love
the ones i live with...they dont seem to notice
thats kinda nice? ?
I keep being told 'i love you'
but i find that hard to believe
im not sure if when its said its meant
i know that when i say it
its true and its not pretend
I try not to let
my anger and sadness get the best of me
but ive held them in so long
that lately theyre almost controling me
Keeping the ones close to my heart
is kinda hard to do
i feel as if they may try to harm it
so theres an invisible barrier
if that barrier is destroyed i dont know what id do
im already on the brink of losing
whats left of my mind
.................................................................................................................
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.........
so yeah.....i just felt the need to share this......(srry its so long) .....
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Whats Wrong? ?
 
This hurt i feel
i cant explain why
its building up inside of me
i just wanna cry
whats gonna happen? ?
or what already has? ?
does this pain result to me? ?
or is it someone else's? ?
i dont know what to do about it
but i may have a clue
as to where or what this is...? ?
is someone unhappy with me? ?
you're not talking to me....
is it you? ?
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When All Is Lost...Sit In The Shadows In Pain...
 
Launching grenades
& fire cannons
wars with swords
& back-stabbing with daggers
pushing & shoving
& falling down stairs
glasses breaking
no loving
flames fly through the air
lies & betrayal
sadness so real
when all is lost...
sit in the shadows in pain...
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Who We Are
 
Its who we are not what we're trying to be
if you could understand what our lives are like
then maybe you would see...
its like you're judging a book by its cover
but instead you're judging another
another as in we're people too
but does that mean we're that much different from you? ? ?
people with feelings such as you, you see? ?
and just like you we solve our problems differently
its who we are not what we're trying to be
just accept us for who we are, and you'll make everyone's lives happy
 
~IP23
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Whos That Lucky Winner? ! ? ! ? !
 
Do you see what you've done? ?
you caused her more pain! !
youve created a new life
but yet shes the blame? ! ? !
if i could be there....
right now..you'd be annihilated
within seconds
ill be there eventually
you didnt know it...but im magic
so ill appear at your door
with nothing...or something
itll be a lovely present for you
nothing too special
just a little something
to make u feel of some use
but just remember one thing...
no make that two...
i enjoy my job of annihilating
and that my view of lovely
is way sweeter than your view
 
-whos the the lucky winner thatll be getting this lovely present? ! ? ! - O.o
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You Feel Pain? ! ...Well So Do I! !
 
You feel pain
well so do i! !
because she left you? ?
well look at what you put her through! !
be happy shes even there
that you even get to see her
that you can even be
in the same place as her
 
You and your unthought through actions
have pushed me way over my limit
have caused her to hurt more than you know
i tried to help
but appearantly you just dont get it
you probably dont care...
but so what youre gonna listen
she hurts more than you do
and its your fault
i didnt get the chance to be with who i wanted
theyre now forever gone
you blew what you had
and now you need to move on
you say you cant take it anymore? ?
well neither can i
now the things we think about
are pain and wanting to die
 
Ive already lost my mind
and its only gotten worst
im emotionally damaged
and im living with it
just because i have to
because i dont know how to
just say goodbye
even though i feel like everything is a lie
 
I dont know your whole story
but mine is kinda long
and if shes the only thing your crying about
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then i suggest you find a song
one that speaks what you really feel...
that once worked for me
but only temporarly...
theres so much i feel inside
that i constantly hide
because i feel its best for me
to not let some see
 
But you...im sick of trying to help
your not even really worth my time
but its for her im doing this
and because i cant and i wont
allow her to be in more pain
her pain is my pain
and...i dont even know what more to say
to you...or anyone
i cant keep trying to fix what doesnt wanna be fixed...
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You....Me....Us
 
Help me help you
find me to find you
Take my hand
and i'll take yours too
Together we'll travel
down this road
that leads to
the unknown
We'll face whatever challenges
come our way
Let this adventurous journey begin
its just you....me....us
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Your Meaningful Words Of Power (Dedicated To Sir
Afzal Shauq)
 
Words with power and meaning behind them
Fill my heart with joy
With pride theres love
And with love theres peace
And with peace theres another land to enjoy
 
Inspiring and influential
And with a great mind
Sharing words of wisdom—expressed in what he writes
Its never confidential, is that not the best kind?
 
Words with power and meaning behind them
Fill my heart with joy
Just like ‘a rose by any other name’
Or a work of art in ‘the hall of fame’
 
I observe what I see
I enjoy the art that was created by thee
I’d say that indeed it is a masterpiece
 
Your words have power and meaning behind them
They fill my heart with joy
With pride theres love, and with love theres peace
With peace theres a land that shall soon be seen and enjoyed
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